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Minutes of the Eighth Meeting of the 
Lump Sum Grant Steering Committee 

Held on 6 June 2002  
 
 
Present 
 
Mrs Carrie LAM                                 (Chairperson) 
Director of Social Welfare 
 
Dr LAM Ching-choi 
Medical Director, Haven of Hope Christian Service 
 
Mr KWAN Kin-shing, Peter 
Director, HK Student Aid Society 
 
Dr Timothy CHAN 
Director, Richmond Fellowship of Hong Kong 
 
Mr NG Shui-lai 
Director, Hong Kong Christian Service 
 
Mrs Justina LEUNG 
Representative, Hong Kong Social Workers Association 
 
Ms Christine FANG 
Chief Executive, Hong Kong Council of Social Service 
 
Mrs Julie LEE 
Chairperson, Parents’ Association of Pre-school Handicapped Children 
 
Mr YU Chi-ming 
Representative, Fight for Social Welfare Alliance 
 
Mr NG Man-sui 
Representative, Fight for Social Welfare Alliance  
 
Mr LEE Wing-wai 
Assistant Director (Subventions and Performance Monitoring)  
Social Welfare Department 
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Mr FU Tsun-hung 
Chief Social Work Officer, Social Welfare Department    (Secretary)  
 
 
Absent with apologies 
 
Mrs Grace CHAN 
Director, Hong Kong Society for the Blind 
 
Mr NG Yut-ming 
Representative, Fight for Social Welfare Alliance 
 
 
Confirmation of Minutes of Last Meeting 
 
 The minutes of the last meeting were confirmed without any 
amendment. 
 
2 The Chairperson pointed out that though the Department aimed to 
be as transparent as possible, it was not advisable to put discussion on 
funding matters in the public arena because such a practice might arouse 
concern amongst the applicants and inhibit Members from offering frank 
advice.  Since the minutes of the last meeting contained a record of 
Members’ deliberation on five Business Improvement Projects (BIP), she 
sought Members’ agreement to omit the section on discussion over BIP 
when the minutes were put on the website.  She suggested replacing that 
record by a statement that “Members had deliberated five BIP applications, 
and their recommendation would be forwarded to the Lotteries Fund 
Advisory Committee (LFAC) for consideration as appropriate.”  
Members agreed to the Chairperson’s suggestion. 
 
 
Matters Arising 
 
Report on “An Exploratory Survey of Boards of Directors of Subvented 
NGOs in Hong Kong” 
 
3.  The minutes on this item with comments and suggestions from 
Members would be passed to the Research Team of the Hong Kong 
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Polytechnic University for their reference and consideration when 
finalizing the Report.  
 
Guide on Corporate Governance 
 
4. Members were informed that the Guide would be issued, in both 
languages at the same time, in June 2002, and the Department planned to 
organise a seminar in late September 2002 for NGOs to share their 
experience and views on corporate governance with reference to the 
suggestions as laid down in the Guide.  The Seminar would also serve as 
a forum for the Research Team of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
to release and invite discussions over the research findings of the survey on 
NGO Boards.  Moreover, the Department would consider using the 
occasion to provide a wash-up for the first round of applications and 
announce the invitation for the second batch of BIP.  Members agreed that 
it was not necessary to form a working group for organising this seminar.  
They were invited to recommend speakers for the occasion and convey 
other suggestions to the secretary. 
 
Taking up Public Office by Employees of Subvented NGOs 
 
5. The Department would conduct a survey in June 2002 on NGOs’ 
current practices related to this issue.  Ms Christine FANG said that the 
Hong Kong Council of Social Service (HKCSS) would issue some 
guidelines for NGOs’ reference. 
 
Salary Adjustment 
 
6. Members were informed that the Chairperson would conduct a 
briefing for NGOs concerned over the issue on salary reduction on 6 June 
2002 afternoon.  The briefing was intended to explain to NGO 
management the impact on subvention allocations, highlighting the need 
for NGOs to be clear about their statutory obligations as employers.  
Members were all invited to attend the briefing in their capacity as 
Members of the Lump Sum Grant Steering Committee (LSGSC). 
 
Longitudinal Study 
 
7. On the study over the impact of Lump Sum Grant (LSG) 
implementation, the Chairperson would hold a separate meeting with 
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representatives from HKCSS, staff unions and service user groups on 11 
June 2002. 
 
(Post meeting note: The meeting was attended by Ms Christine FANG and 
Mr CHUA Hoi-wai from HKCSS, Mr CHEUNG Kwok-che from the Fight 
for Social Welfare Alliance, Mrs Julie LEE and Dr Timothy CHAN.  The 
meeting arrived at an agreement that HKCSS would present a proposal on 
the Study for Members’ deliberation in the 9th LSGSC meeting.) 
 
Training Programme for Chief Executive Officers and Senior Managers 
 
8. Mr LEE Wing-wai reported that the Department was consolidating 
the views and contributions from the Working Group and also the NGOs 
participating in the focus group meetings, and a proposal would be 
presented for discussion in the Working Group meeting on 13 June 2002.  
Members would be informed of progress in the next meeting. 
 
2002-03 Tide-over Grant (TOG) Requirement of NGOs Operating on LSG 
 
9. Members were informed that the Department had issued to NGOs 
the notification letter on TOG for 2002-03 on 29 April 2002.  It appeared 
that NGOs were in general satisfied with the arrangement and no enquiry 
or appeals from NGOs had been received so far. 
 
 
Report on Complaint Cases 
 
10. Mr FU Tsun-hung presented to Members for consideration the 
investigation reports on complaints against two NGOs, namely NGO “A” 
and NGO “B”.  Since the complaints were addressed to either the 
Chairperson or Members of this Committee, it was agreed in the previous 
meeting that the Department should conduct initial investigations and 
report the findings to Members for their decision over whether the 
complaints were related to LSG implementation and warrant the activation 
of the hearing mechanism of this Committee. 
 
Complaint against NGO “A” 
 
11. This complaint concerned a welfare worker working in a social 
centre for the elderly (S/E) and whose salary had been frozen, i.e. without 
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increment, since May 2000.  The complainant accused that the NGO 
ceased offering her salary increments in order to save money under the 
LSG environment. 
 
12. Members were informed of the investigation result, which revealed 
that the decision of freezing the salary of all staff in the S/E was made in 
the management board meeting in September 1999 after considering the 
financial condition of the NGO.  The management considered that they 
had not breached the contractual obligation with the complainant because 
the employment contract had not included any clause concerning the 
granting of annual increment or any reference to a pay scale.  Upon 
checking the record, it was also confirmed that the NGO had not abused 
the Tide-over Grant arrangement.  The NGO had never been granted 
Tide-over Grant for the purpose of meeting the requirement of annual 
increment for Existing Staff because the NGO’s salary payroll was all 
along below the benchmark. 
 
13. Members in general agreed that the allegation of malpractice by 
the NGO as a result of LSG was not substantiated as the decision not to 
grant an increment to all staff was made well before the NGO switching to 
operate on LSG.  Also, it would be difficult to conclude this being a case 
of breaching the contractual obligations to “snapshot staff” given the loose 
provision and terms in the relevant employment contract.  If the staff felt 
otherwise, the case should be pursued under the relevant provisions in the 
Employment Ordinance.  Since the issue on whether there was a case for 
the complainant to have a reasonable expectation for salary increment 
despite this not being provided for in the employment contract was outside 
the jurisdiction of this Committee, Members ruled that the case did not 
warrant activation of the hearing mechanism.  Mr NG Man-sui pointed 
out that although he could accept the Committee’s decision not to conduct 
a hearing over this case, he stressed that the benefit of “snapshot staff” 
within the TOG period should be protected.  He therefore requested to put 
on record his view that he agreed to the Committee’s decision because 
there was no sufficient evidence to prove that the NGO had breached the 
contractual commitment, but not because the complaint was unrelated to 
LSG implementation. 
 
14. Members advised that the board of the NGO concerned should be 
advised to improve its communication with the staff and achieve better 
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understanding before making such decisions affecting staff in future.  
Both Mrs Julie Lee and Mr NG Shui-lai were of the view that the 
Department should remind NGO boards and management of their 
obligations and good human resource management (HRM) practices with a 
view to preventing such staff disputes from occurring.  The Chairperson 
pointed out that the Department would take Members’ advice into 
consideration when planning for the training course for CEOs and senior 
managers. 
 
Complaint against NGO “B” 
 
15. This complaint concerned the dismissal of four ward assistants of a 
hostel for the mentally disabled.  The complainants considered that their 
dismissal was unreasonable because the NGO had not gone through the 
proper procedures.  They also accused the NGO of trying to save money 
by contracting out the laundry and cleaning services, and by replacing the 
complainants with Care Assistants of lower pay.  Nevertheless, the NGO 
confirmed that the dismissal was a management decision taken in line with 
its HRM policy and practices which provided for immediate dismissal 
without going through a warning step where the severity of the case 
warranted.  The NGO considered that in this particular case, in the light 
of the investigation, the seriousness of the case justified the action taken in 
order to protect the interests of service users.  The NGO also explained 
that they had already started the recruitment procedure to replace the 
complainants with similar rank of staff.  Moreover, the NGO’s decision to 
contract out laundry and cleaning services to mentally disabled persons 
was in line with the policy to assist persons with disabilities in 
employment aspects.  The NGO insisted that the whole issue was a staff 
discipline matter, instead of being a cost cutting measure under LSG 
environment.  
 
16. After examining the investigation results, Members were satisfied 
that the dismissal was a staff management decision, which was outside the 
jurisdiction of the hearing mechanism of this Committee.  However, Mr 
NG Man-sui pointed out that, under LSG, the NGO could have gained 
savings by paying a lower pay to the replacement staff to be recruited 
though they were of the same rank.  However, Members in general were 
of the view that this Committee should not form a judgment from 
speculations over the motive behind a particular management decision. 
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17. The Committee concluded that the complaint was not an issue 
related to implementation of LSG and the Department was requested to 
reply to the complainant the investigation result direct. 
 
(Post-meeting Note: The Chairperson received another letter from the 
complainants after the meeting expressing other concerns relating to the 
hostel.  The Department would separately look into this complaint.)  
 
 
Business Improvement Project Applications 
 
18. The Chairperson shared with Members the standing practice in 
LFAC that in order to avoid conflict of interest, LFAC members who were 
paid staff of the applicant NGO would not receive the relevant paper or 
take part in discussions over that funding application.  She proposed this 
Committee to adopt similar practice.  Under the same principle, Members 
in future would not be provided with the BIP discussion paper of a 
particular NGO if he/she was a paid staff of that NGO.  Members agreed 
with the arrangements as proposed by the Chairperson. 
 
19. The Chairperson informed Members her effort to explain in LFAC 
that all BIP applications had been vetted vigorously by this Committee and 
also the Joint Committee on Information Technology for Social Welfare 
Sector for IT-led projects.  It was therefore essential for this Committee to 
take a vigilant look at the requests, lest it would be quite embarrassing if 
the LFAC found it difficult to support the funding, especially under the 
revamped LF procedures.  In line with this approach, the Department had 
conducted stringent examination on all BIP applications to echo the 
proactive approach of LFAC in considering the applications for LF grants.  
LFAC members thus expected all BIPs put to them for consideration had 
gone through close scrutiny procedures.  
 
20. Members had deliberated six BIP applications, and their 
recommendation would be forwarded to the Lotteries Fund Advisory 
Committee (LFAC) for consideration as appropriate. 
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Any Other Business 
 
21. Mr YU Chi-ming relayed to Members an anonymous complaint 
from some personal care workers and welfare workers that a NGO had 
contemplated to reduce their pay by one salary point as a measure to ease 
the agency’s anticipated financial difficulty beyond the TOG period.  Mr 
YU Chi-ming pointed out that as the Department had provided all NGOs 
on LSG with sufficient money in meeting the requirement for salary 
increment within the TOG period, it was quite unnecessary for NGOs to 
contemplate such measures that would undermine trust between staff and 
management and affect staff morale.  He requested the Department to 
consider issuing a general circular letter to NGOs to advise them to refrain 
from taking such inappropriate measures.  
 
22. Members in general considered it inappropriate to issue general 
guidelines based on an anonymous complaint, which was likely to be an 
isolated incident.  The Chairperson responded that the Department was 
always ready to launch an investigation if the NGO concerned could be 
identified.  Moreover, short of issuing a formal circular to all NGOs, she 
would reiterate the message and remind NGOs not to contemplate 
undesirable actions simply out of worries on suitable occasions. 
 
 
Date of Next Meeting 
 
23. The next meeting would be held three months later and the 
Secretary would confirm with Members the date and time for meeting at a 
later stage. 
 
 


